
A BIOGRAPHY OF TACITUS A ROMAN WRITER

Tacitus, in full Publius Cornelius Tacitus, or Gaius Cornelius Tacitus, (born ad 56 â€”died c. ), Roman orator and public
official, probably the greatest historian.

In spite of this declaration of his intention to be objective, there has been much scholarly discussion about
Tacitus' apparent "partiality" to some of his subjects. The Histories, written from primary sources and an
intimate personal knowledge of the Flavian period, is thought to be more accurate, though Tacitus' hatred of
Domitian seemingly colored its tone and interpretations. An author of the latter part of the Silver Age of Latin
literature, his writing is characterized by an uncompromising boldness and sharpness of wit, and a compact
and sometimes unconventional use of the Latin language. Generally, Tacitus was a scrupulous historian who
paid careful attention to historical detail. The date lies between 98 and ; the theme fits this period. In Tacitus's
view, Senators squandered their cultural inheritanceâ€”that of free speech â€”to placate their rarely benign
emperor. The same style has been both derided as "harsh, unpleasant, and thorny" and praised as "grave,
concise, and pithily eloquent. It is a testimony to Tacitus' rhetorical skills that he has succeeded on all
accounts. When he writes about a near-defeat of the Roman army in Ann. Tacitus was primarily concerned
with the balance of power between the Roman senate and the Roman Emperors. The Efficient Eulogist Rome's
memory was seated in its Senate. These ideas, however, had become unfashionable at court. Tacitus achieved
his unique stylistic imprint through the use of rare and otherwise unique grammatical forms, frequent ellipsis
especially of auxiliary forms of 'esse' , inventive circumlocution, and diction which extends to the known
limits of the Latin lexicon. The famous description of Nero's persecution of the first Christians is part of this
book. Tacitus' political career was largely under the emperor Domitian; his experience of the tyranny,
corruption, and decadence prevalent during that era 81 - 96 C. Apart from a complete translation by various
writers in the Loeb Classical Library series, Dialogus, Agricola, Germania trans. In 97, during the brief reign
of Nerva, Tacitus finally attained the highest traditional magistracy, the consulship, which at this date was a
ceremonial post and a necessary qualification for most of the really important appointments in the Emperor's
service. We do not have Tacitus's narrative for several of the later years of Tiberius, the whole of the brief
reign of Caligula, the start of Claudius's reign, and the final years of Nero's reign, though the absence of this
last section may be a result of a failure on Tacitus's part to complete the work before he died. During his
tenure he reached the height of his fame as an orator when he delivered the funeral oration for the famous old
soldier Lucius Verginius Rufus. Tacitus still practiced advocacy at lawâ€”in he, along with Pliny the Younger
, successfully prosecuted Marius Priscus, a proconsul in Africa, for extortionâ€”but he felt that oratory had lost
much of its political spirit and its practitioners were deficient in skill. Well-written as it is, later generations
considered Tacitus' Agricola worthy of being copied, which ensured its survival and influence. Annals  It is
laudatory yet circumstantial in its description, and it gives a balanced political judgment. Tacitus owes the
most, both in language and in method, to Sallust 86 - 34 B. Though Cornelius was the name of a noble Roman
family, there is no proof that he was descended from the Roman aristocracy; provincial families often took the
name of the governor who had given them Roman citizenship. He showed scorn for Claudius and Nero, and
even his writings about Augustus contained some belittling and snide remarks. He should be able to keep the
imperium safe, while protecting the prestige and the dignity of the Roman Senate. Covered with the skins of
beasts, they were torn by dogs and perished, or were nailed to crosses, or were doomed to the flames and
burnt, to serve as a nightly illumination, when daylight had expired. Book 6 ends with the death of Tiberius
and books 7 to 12 presumably covered the reigns of Caligula and Claudius. In comparison to the Historiae, the
Annales are less fluid, more concise and severe. Influence Tacitus is remembered as Rome's greatest historian,
the equal, if not the superior, of Thucydides , the foremost historian of ancient Greece. The Germania fits
within a classical ethnographic tradition which includes authors such as Herodotus and Julius Caesar. Tacitus
shows us the tragedy of the people, bringing to light their passions and ambiguities. In fact, Domitian had
successfully conducted a war against the tribe of the Chattians and issued coins with the legend Germania
capta "Germania conquered" , but by stressing that the tribesmen were still living a life of liberty, Tacitus
argued that the emperor had been a liar. Jerry Vardaman theorizes that Pilate's title was changed during his
stay in Judea and that the Pilate Stone dates from the early years of his administration. We do not know
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whether Tacitus completed the work or whether he finished the other works that he had planned to write; he
died before he could complete his planned histories of Nerva and Trajan, and no record survives of the work
on Augustus Caesar and the beginnings of the Empire with which he had planned to finish his work as a
historian. In his technique Tacitus made no real innovations. Tacitus was quaestor in 81 or 82, and after this,
he was admitted to the Senate. Trajan Again, we meet senators facing tyrants, like Germanicus , who
successfully campaigned in Germania but was recalled by an envious Tiberius - a mirror image of Agricola's
recall by Domitian - and perhaps veiled criticism of Hadrian , who had abandoned the eastern provinces
conquered by Trajan. The early stages of this career cannot be followed in detail, but Tacitus reached the
praetorship in 88, by which time he had also become a member of one of the important priestly colleges which
controlled the official religion of the Roman state.


